Spendency named a 2020 Spend Matters Provider to Watch
for second consecutive year
PRESS RELEASE

Swedish Procurement Analytics Solution Spendency makes global list
21st of April 2020

STOCKHOLM – Spendency AB has been named a 2020 Provider to Watch by world
renowned Source Tech specialists Spend Matters.
The recognition highlights Spendency’s end user popularity and sharp increase in sales
and geographical footprint in the last 12 months.
This marks the second consecutive year Spendency has been named a Spend Matters Provider to
Watch.
Spend Matters routinely reviews the latest procurement technology and service offerings to help
organisations make informed vendor selection decisions. The 50 Providers to Watch/Know lists are
the result of deep analysis and corroboration among all Spend Matters analysts and reflect the
publication’s unbiased, independent view of the organizations to know and watch.
“We are proud and excited about making the list this year again. Only about one company out of four
that made it onto the 2019 list also made the 2020 list, which makes this extra special. We see it as a
confirmation that our focus on user experience is much appreciated by the global procurement
community and we hope this will further propel our global growth” says Spendency CEO Nils
Lundgren.

About Spendency
Spendency is the leading Spend Analysis solution in the Nordic market. Due to its exceptional user
friendliness it has quickly outgrown all existing competitors and currently have more than 100 Nordic
customers. Spendency is used in over 30 countries with companies both in the private and public
sector ranging from €10mn - €10bn annual spend.

About Spend Matters
Spend Matters is the leading solution intelligence source for procurement and supply chain
professionals. Combining deep technology analysis and tailored advisory services with daily news

coverage and subscription research, Spend Matters is trusted by CPOs, consultants, investors and
solution providers alike as their procurement technology
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